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Graham Sykes Insurance are specialists  
in arranging cover for a wide range of 
events. Nearly 30 years’ experience in  
this sector has provided them a firm  
foundation on which to build their online 
Event Insurance Scheme.

The Graham Sykes Event Scheme has 
been designed to cater for the insurance 
needs of individuals, small groups and organisations involved in  
arranging or exhibiting at indoor or outdoor events. Cover can be  
arranged under the scheme by both brokers and end customers.

‘This has helped increase our  
exposure to the markets we trade in’

 
 
Following on from moving  
a couple of our schemes to 
Covéa Insurance we needed 
to embark on further  
marketing to fellow brokers.

We found that not only has 
their marketing department 
been very good at listening 
to our ideas, they respond 
with enthusiasm and drive. 
As a result of the promotional 
campaign we were inundat-
ed by enquiries not only for 
quotations but also for sub 
agent facilities. We have been 
delighted with the long term 
results.

This has helped to increase 
our exposure to the markets 
we trade in. One of our brokers 
commented ‘It’s good to see 
an Underwriter supporting 
their scheme brokers.

Graham Sykes,  
Managing Director,  
Graham Sykes Insurance

www.coveainsurance.co.uk

Case Study - Covéa Insurance & Graham Sykes Event Scheme

Who are Graham Sykes?

Five years after the initial launch of the scheme, Graham Sykes Insur-
ance wanted to develop the Event Scheme further by;

•  Increasing the number of activities acceptable under the scheme, to 
meet a broader range of customers needs

•  Obtaining improved access to expert underwriters with decision mak-
ing authority, enabling a quicker response to their customers

•  Raising the profile of their scheme to a broader broker base, through 
marketing and promotions.

Due to a change in focus from their existing scheme provider, Graham 
Sykes Insurance decided to seek an alternative partner who could help 
them to achieve their growth ambition goals. After discussions with 
a number of potential partners, they decided that Covéa Insurance’s 
scheme proposition was a perfect fit for their business needs.

“

“Graham Sykes position
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How did we meet the needs of Graham Sykes?

Widened acceptable event activities
•     As the scheme is predominantly traded online, a key requirement was to ensure as much business as possible 

could be easily and quickly placed on cover electronically. To support this requirement, Covéa Insurance  
worked collaboratively with the Graham Sykes Insurance team to increase the range of acceptable activities 
that could be processed on-line

•  Given Covéa Insurance’s flexible approach to underwriting, 12 additional event activities 
were added and will continue to be reviewed as the scheme develops and grows

• New acceptable events includes those such as;
 - Car boot sales  - Face painting  - Tropical fish shows 
- Bonfire Nights  - Carol Concerts

Provided easy access to experienced underwriters
•  A high quality underwriting referral service is a ‘must have’ for a successful specialist scheme, 

both in terms of rapid response times and providing expert guidance and advice

•  Covéa Insurance provided the Graham Sykes Team direct access to one of its most  
experienced Liability underwriters, who took the time to learn about the team’s needs  
and the intricacies of the bespoke scheme. This included numerous face to face meetings 
and as a result ensured Covéa Insurance had a comprehensive understanding of the scheme’s DNA  
and as a result could quickly and effectively process queries from the Graham Sykes Team

•  To ensure consistent levels of service, an additional member of Covéa Insurance’s Underwriting Team was also 
trained on the complexities of the scheme to ensure someone who fully understands the workings of the scheme 
and the needs of the Graham Sykes Team was always available.

Supported the marketing of the scheme
•  Covéa Insurance’s Marketing Team worked closely with the Graham Sykes Team to  

develop an on-line campaign to promote the Event Scheme to Covéa Insurance’s own 
broker base. The marketing initiative was a great success, generating a fantastic response 
and the Graham Sykes Team were inundated with enquiries

•  The on-line campaign was part of a wider integrated campaign that also included coverage 
within the Insurance trade press, further raising awareness of the scheme to brokers

• Given its success, the campaign will be repeated on a seasonal basis.
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We were really excited to get this scheme on the books. Some of the unusual event activities that come 
through (Tropical Fish Shows!) challenge our underwriters, yet they always manage to deliver.  

It’s been a pleasure working in partnership with Graham Sykes Insurance over the last year and watching 
the scheme develop. There are now over 500 events on the accepted list and we know this will continue  
to grow and evolve over time. 

Liam Casserley, Schemes Broker Manager, Covéa Insurance
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